Norristown electricians

See all. See which businesses are operating or answer a few questions to request quotes.
Responds in about 30 minutes. Serving Philadelphia and the Surrounding Area. He is efficient,
clean, professional, persistent, and knowledgeable! Responds in about 10 minutes. Serving
North Wales and the Surrounding Area. Called around, found high prices and inflexible
schedules. Serving Norristown and the Surrounding Area. Serving Glenside and the
Surrounding Area. Really appreciate them squeezing me in on short notice as well. You can
request a quote from this business. Serving Bryn Mawr and the Surrounding Area. He was
personable, reliable, on time and helped us fix the problem with a solution we did not even think
of. Serving East Norriton and the Surrounding Area. We scheduled an appointment with them
within a week. I used the "message a project" Yelp function to EP Electric for an outdoor
electrical outlet problem. Responds in about 2 days. Got search feedback? Help us improve.
Yelp, , and related marks are registered trademarks of Yelp. Some Data By Acxiom. For
Businesses. Write a Review. Log In. Sign Up. Home Services. Auto Services. Virtual
Consultations. Request a Quote. Offering a Deal. Open to All. Offers Military Discount.
Bird's-eye View. Driving 5 mi. Biking 2 mi. Walking 1 mi. Within 4 blocks. Electricians are still
available. Get started. Norristown Home Services Electricians. Sort: Recommended. Open Now.
Sponsored Results. Penn Center. Offers payment plans. Responds in about 30 minutes 96
locals recently requested a quote. All Results. Emergency services. See Portfolio. Responds in
about 10 minutes locals recently requested a quote. Thomas Edison Electric. On-time
guaranteed. Repairs guaranteed. Responds in about 10 minutes 22 locals recently requested a
quote. Responds in about 10 minutes 83 locals recently requested a quote. Free estimates.
Workmanship guaranteed. You can request a quote from this business 2 locals recently
requested a quote. Responds in about 10 minutes 16 locals recently requested a quote. Breaker
Electric. EP Electric. Responds in about 10 minutes 4 locals recently requested a quote. Stahl
Electric. Responds in about 2 days 2 locals recently requested a quote. Deckman Electric. Can't
find the business? Adding a business to Yelp is always free. Add business. Yelp for Business.
Languages English. Countries United States. About Blog Support Terms. We may not notice it
but we use electricity every time we fire up a laptop, turn on a light switch, or use an appliance.
They wire homes and maintain the wiring systems in buildings and homes. Both commercial
and residential electricians need to be certified at the state level. Electricians use various tools
for installation like conduit benders, screwdrivers, drills, and saws. They have access to various
items that might need to be replaced such as circuit breakers, fuses, outlets, switches, electrical
components, lighting, and wiring. Periodic inspections may need to be done by an electrical
professional to make sure your interior and exterior electrical systems are running smoothly.
An electrician can replace a circuit breaker, install lighting or a ceiling fan. Most importantly, a
certified electrician will be familiar with the safety requirements for any particular wiring or
electrical job. There are lots of reasons to hire a certified electrician for your home improvement
project. You can go online and search for an electrician on your own. The easiest and most
effective way to find a qualified electrician is to use a service that connects homeowners with
vetted contractors for free, such as Porch. Areas with higher costs of living will have more
expensive rates for electricians, and there are also various levels of licensing that will affect the
price, too. Rates are often higher for the first hour because it covers travel time. After - hours or
emergency calls will run at a higher rate, too. Electrical projects can come with various safety
hazards, as well as rules and regulations, all of which a pro can easily handle. Most of the
outlets in our homes have two or four plugs. Wiring a switch outlet is similar to wiring a lighting
device. Before doing anything, go online and consult a DIY diagram with step by step
instructions. An electrician will suggest that you replace the outlet if it is more than a few years
old. A pro will know the ins and outs of the codes, regulations, and standards surrounding
electricity in your home. A contractor can decode the meaning of the various different colors of
wires. If you want a hand with wiring a switched outlet, we make it easy to connect with
experienced pros in your area. Many homeowners have electrical outlets installed at some
point. Whether you want extra lighting in your home office, or want to add a new appliance, it
makes sense to hire a licensed, professional electrician for the project. The cost of installation
will vary depending on many factors. Electricians charge different rates in different locales.
They vary their prices according to their level of licensing, and the fee can vary according to the
complexity of the installation. The best thing to do is find a top electrical pro in your area and
have them come offer an estimate for getting the job done. You may want to get three estimates
for comparison. If you would like a hand with an outlet installation, we make it easy to connect
with qualified pros in your area. Whether or not you can do electrical work without a license
depends on where you live. Most states require licensing, permits, and inspections for electrical
work. This is for the safety and welfare of us all. Minor repairsâ€”such as replacing a light
fixture or broken switchâ€”can be accomplished without a license. Anything more complex

usually requires a license. If you want to add circuits, work on a panel, or upgrade service, you
would need a license to handle those jobs. Without a license, you would not be able to get the
liability insurance required for contractors, nor would you be able to get a permit. In order to get
a license, an electrician must have completed three steps: journeyman, apprenticeship, and
then they must have become a master. Working with an unlicensed contractor can lead to safety
hazards, costly repairs later on, and a host of other headaches. We make it a snap to connect
with experienced pros in your area for your next electrical project. Dan did an awesome job with
our kitchen rewire; we love the new dual-dimmer-switch light and ceiling fan. The guys at
CFelectric did the job quickly and efficiently â€” no hassles and no hazards. Very happy with
service! Dan was excellent! I contacted him through porch and responded right away and was
able to come right over and helped me to pick out proper lighting from the store, installed my
ceiling light with no existing wire on the 4th of july when nobody else in my He was on time and
did the job as promised. Would steer him to anyone who wants a good job done. Extremely
efficient, good pricing and prompt professional electrical services. I have dealt with M. Ruhl
Electrical Contracting for approximately the last 6 years. During that time, they have done work
on my house ranging from major projects upgraded electric service to smaller jobs recessed
lighting and installation of new o Very professional, courteous staff - with proper working
knowledge of their craft. Great with clean up post assignment - excellent rating, great electrical
firm!!! We have used M. Ruhl for a variety of jobs from adding extra outlets to installing an attic
fan, a dedicated condensation pump line, to the major job of installing solar panels on our
house. The work was always done accurately and on time. Ruhl for our home and a residential
property. They have always provide alternatives and deliver excellent work to code. It is hard
enough to get a contractor to respond to your call. Ruhl responds and delivers. Very
professional, quality workmanship and competitive pricing. I will highly recommend them.
Excellent work, mt ruhl installed lights in my apt, the owner is very professional, I was very
satisfied. Their crew came in and did the work as specified without any problems. They were
polite and courteous while performing their duties. They meticulously cleaned up after
themselves. What great experience. Michael was very well organized as well as very safety
oriented, not to mention a clean freak! In a good way! Mike and his crew came out to run power
to a detached shed. He was punctual, knowledgeable, and clean. Communication through the
whole process was outstanding. Highly recommend! He was very cost efficient and really
knowa his stuff! We would recommend this company to anyone and will definitely be using MC
Electrical in the future! Thanks again Michael for all yo MC Electrical did a fantastic job
upgrading my service from a amp to a amp service with 42 spaces in my breaker panel! He was
actually early that day he scheduled this job. He also provided temporary power for me for the
entire four hours that it to I called MC Electrical regarding my house needing old knob tubing
removed and replaced with new wiring. My whole house needed to be rewired as well as my
amp service, Michael the owner came out the next day and went through everything they were
gonna d MC electrical is awesome! Highly recommend them. He and his crew came in and did a
great job. Best electrical contractor, emergency call service I have ever had the pleasure to deal.
If you need electrical work done get this guy to do it. Michael and his crew were very
knowledgeable nice and very clean he worked with in my budget as well as got my generator
installed in a timely manner we will be using him in the future for our rental properties! I would
recommend MC electrical to anyone a Very professional services. Well organized and kept the
entire job clean. Michael the owner notified me of all of my electrical safety hazards. We called
Lowry electric before we called MC Electrical and they wanted dollars just to replace one
breaker Mike installed a new breaker panel to replace my old one, and he replaced the outlets
and switches in my house with brand new ones. I recommend his services if you're looking for
an electrician. It was good doing business with him. I had MC Electrical come out last week or
so to upgrade my service to a amp. I actually had him come back out to give me an estimate on
landscape lighting for out front of my wife's house. And he came out the next day and
completed it in one day and a Excellent responsiveness in communication. Excellent value.
Excellent work quality. I had a wonderful experience with Michael, the owner of MC Electrical.
He was very professional and well organized! Saved us a lot of money and did a great
professional job! I called MC Electrical about an issue I had with the wiring in my home. Mike,
the owner, came right over and checked it out. He explained in detail what the problem was and
what he would need to do to fix it. Ended up needing the wiring replaced coming in MC
electrical contractor the best in Delco my man can really do some amazing stuff with power if u
need anything electrical residential or commercial work he is ur guy Unfortunately, after
settlement, our new property became the money pit. Found Delnico by accident and they were
able to make the necessary repairs at an affordable amount. We no longer have the leak in our
dining room ceiling that was a mystery to everyon Prices are affordable. And, they show up to

appointments. Stood behind their work and came right out when I thought there was a problem.
Being without electric is not an option when you are running a dance studio. And repairs while
class is in session is not a possibility. Thanks to DTH, our repairs were made around our hectic
schedule and classes kicked off on time! Very professional staff, from the moment I called the
office. The manager was not only very helpful, but she was compassionate that I was so worried
of my wall being quite hot. She sent two electricians to my home. They even took the time to sit
down with Excellent to keep appointment. Installer was on time and ready to work. We reviewed
what I needed and he began installing. Took a few hours to do and was put in as I had expected.
Would definitely use again. Price was very reasonable compared to other quotes received. We
called this company because our foyer light was not working. They were honest with my wife
and just changed the light bulb. I was very happy to learn there are still good people in the
world. Since, we have used them for almost every household need. It was a great experience
they weer on on time and very knowledgeable and informative. The work was clean and they got
it done in a reasonable time. Would definitely use them again. I'm a retired electrician with poor
vision. This company sent a knowledgeable electrician who was able to arrange a quick
turnaround time for a big job. The only company I will use in the future. A technician arrived at
my home during the timeframe scheduled. He was able to restore power in my home quicker
then I anticipated. This was greatly appreciated as with the power out, my air conditioner could
not run. Referred them to my grandmother. Their rates were average and their quality of work
was more then acceptable. October - - We had extensive electrical work completed at our home
here in Wayne recently and were very impressed with the work performed by Gary and Scott. No
job was too small or large and they also discovered some additional potentially unsafe is Finally
found a honest electrician, they worked on my moms house rewiring it. They spent a few weeks
working there. All the work was done to code. I love the great demeanors. They are so easy to
speak to. Gary, Scott and team were first class the whole way. The work done was flawless. We
had several major projects to be completed. After every night, you would have never known
they were in the house by how clean it was. I highly recommend them. So much We used these
guys last night. Are heater shorted out the wiring. Gary saved us a big headache with a minor
repair as our he tin company told us we need a new heater. Well dnd was very honest and fixed
us quickly with minimal cost I love these guys thank I can say that he is very meticulous and
does exactly as agreed. I don't have any problem with his work but the thing that I liked was that
he pointed out were I wa These electricians saved my Christmas. My dog chewed thru
mynchristmas tree lights and killed the electric in the whole home.. Gary came out Christmas
Eve night 11 pm and work to 4 am Christmas morning to save our Christmas.. The pricing was
very good an We had this company out today to change out some light fixtures.. Mic and Scott
were so pleasant they put me at ease immediately.. They both got to work and with in a few
hours all the light were replaced. They cleaned up like you never even knew they we We had
Scott and Johnny bout today to install 4 ceilingbfans we are no lights had existed before. Both
men work in our hot attic all day. They were both a pleasure to be around. I wish all the other
contractors that work at my house were as pleasant as th Always a good experience when the
men arrive from dnd. Never a bad word from them. Work is done perfectly every time. No
complaints or prases. The best of the best. We hired them today on a emergency. Ther was no
up selling or Bs. John and Tim worked very hard to fix the problems created by lightning
damage. Saved our house frpom burning down. Many electricians provide service to multiple
zip codes in and around Norristown. Browse through a sample of the Electricians in Norristown
below to find the right professional in your area for your project. Remember to contact each of
these professionals individually to ask about their prices, recent successful electrical services
jobs, how they bill, and what licenses or permits they have or will have to get for your job:. If
you weren't able to find the right electrician company that services your Norristown zip code,
don't worry. Try contacting the company directly to ask them what surrounding areas they also
service near Norristown. However, this price depends on a number of factors. As always, every
project is different and you should contact multiple electricians throughout Norristown to
ensure your project is done right. Every electrical services project is going to have different
results, but here are a few things to check for once any electrical services company has told
you they've finished the job:. Porch Electricians Norristown. Top 10 Electricians in Norristown,
PA. Bear Service LLC. Verified license PA Porch does not verify this information. Check with the
appropriate licensing authority directly to ensure coverage. Electrical Contracting and Repair
Services. Verified license Pa Porch does not verify this information. Gary and Scott were great.
They fixed 4 issues I had in 2 hours at a great price, they updated my 20 year old smoke
detectors which had not worked in years. Best of all I found a electrical company I can Read
more. Jolt Electrical Services, located in Downingtown, is an electrical contractor. They offer
services such as deck lighting, new home wiring, fan installation, and generator installation.

Ruhl Electrical Contracting Inc. Ruhl from the time I met him at my house where he went over
his proposal. All work was done according to the signed proposal and pricing remained as
explained. His staff were very helpful to me, courteous and rather enjoyable. I am happy to have
his company as my Ele Verified license Porch does not verify this information. We specialize in
quality and prompt service within the residential and commercial sectors. Hawke Electrical, Inc.
I had knob and tube wires in my house and the insurance company wanted it out. These guys
work clean, quick and get the job done. Thanks Hawke for everything! Just It's Electric. They're
always my first choice when considering an electrician! AFL Electric. Electric is a small growing
family owned business serving Bucks, Montgomery, Delaware and Chester counties in
Pennsylvania. We are a licensed and insured contractor with master electricians who are
engaged in on going training and continued hours of education to ensure that A. Electric b
Delnico Electric. After our kitchen caught fire, Alan came in and assured us he could renovate
even better then it was before. In addition, double check the electric in the whole house, as were
then fearful of future fires. It truly is so nice to have something so beaut Dan came in and
rewired our entire box, and also hang a celling fan in our bedroom, put in a light and fan in our
Den and a Chandelier in the Dinning room. He did a very clean and efficient job. We not only
would hire him ag Frequently asked questions about electricians. How to find a local electrician
in my area? Electrician hourly rate: how much does an electrician cost? How to wire a switched
outlet? How much does it cost to install an electrical outlet? Can you do electrical work without
a license? Recent reviews for Norristown Electricians Review for:. Great service! Frequently
asked questions about Norristown Electricians. Remember to contact each of these
professionals individually to ask about their prices, recent successful electrical services jobs,
how they bill, and what licenses or permits they have or will have to get for your job: Jolt
Electrical Services, LLC: Service Area Zip Code: Hawke Electrical, Inc. I have Electrical Services
work that I need done in Norristown. What should my budget be? Cost of materials. This is an
important factor of your electrical services project budget. You can purchase materials yourself,
but remember that your electrician professional maybe be able to leverage relationships with
other companies to save on material costs. Company ratings: Highly-rated electricians tend to
be more expensive. Decide what balance between ratings and cost is right for you. What should
I check for once my Electrician in Norristown has finished working? Every electrical services
project is going to have different results, but here are a few things to check for once any
electrical services company has told you they've finished the job: Obviously you want to do a
visual inspection. Even if you're unfamiliar with electrical services work, this gives you the
opportunity to ask questions even basic ones like, what did you do? Ask the electrician to
describe what they did. Whether your electrical services project was a repair job or a building
job, have them run you through what was done. Compare the description provided on your
electrical services project estimate to the work completed. Did the professional do what was
promised? Request that the electrician do a follow-up visit to check on the work. Most
professionals are willing to do this, especially if you ask them. More Electricians. Brian
Anthonys Refrigeration. Davidson Electric Inc. Electrical Construction and Maintenance. The
most reasonable pricing and expedient methods of work performed through out any and all
projec All Pros Property Services. Get your broken windows repaired in a timely manner with
some help from the experts at All Pros Property Services in Perryville. When you contact
Antonio Zullo Electric LLC in the North East area for help with an outdoor lighting project, you'll
soon learn what makes them a 5-star company. Ross Electrical Construction Inc. Based out of
King Of Prussia, Ross Electrical Construction is an electrical contractor that has nearly 15 years
of experience. They offer lighting fixture installation, circuit breaker repair and more. Joseph T.
Dolan Electrical and Telecommunications. Electrician with 26 years of commercial and
residential experience. Adept in performing electrical installations, maintenance and repairs in
residential, commercial and industrial facilities; knowledgeable in all areas of the national
electrical code and in analyzing and solving problems with variou Durante Electric. Sandor
Electric. Mike's Electric Service. The goal of our company is to provide safe electric service to
our customers, to do the necessary work to code. We like to make all our customers happy and
safe. Latest projects near Norristown. Norristown Comments from Customer Customer did not
provide additional comments. Please contact the customer to discuss the details of this project.
Plymouth Meeting Start Date Within 48 hours. Project type Install something new. What to install
Something else. Project description electrical line. King of Prussia Comments from Customer I
would like to get an estimate for installing thermostat. Specializing in residential and
commercial electrical services, we are dedicated to providing customer service that is second
to none. Whether you need a small wiring fix or the installation of state-of-the-art "smart home"
automation, we can get the job done right. We strive to save you both time and money by
combining our deep experience, the highest quality parts and equipment, and our dedication to

delivering exceptional service. We will not leave the job until you are satisfied. Sign up to hear
about our latest projects. To get a free quote, please contact us at your convenience. We look
forward to serving you. Open today. Drakeford Electric. Reliable and Professional Providing
unparalleled service to your region! Schedule an Installation. About Us. Reliable Electricians.
Flexible Services. Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed. Sign up. Contact Us. Send Message
Name. Get A Free Quote To get a free quote, please contact us at your convenience. Hours
Open today am â€” am. Monday - Friday: am - pm Saturday - am - am Sundaay - am - am. Our
goal is to connect people with the best local experts. We scored Norristown Electricians on
more than 25 variables across five categories, and analyzed the results to give you a
hand-picked list of the best. Electric offers electrical services to residents, commercial
businesses, and industrial clients in Bucks, Montgomery, Delaware and Chester counties. The
company carries full licensing, insurance, and bonding with the state of Pennsylvania, and it
has a rapidly growing client list from when it started more than 23 years ago. Each contractor is
a master electrician and has the skill set to help a customer with a broad range of issues from
basic troubleshooting to dedicated circuits and equipment hookups. Customers have also
credited the company for help in installing generators to guard against power outages and work
disruption. Plymouth Meeting, PA Leave Feedback. We scour the internet for reviews from
well-known resources. Each provider is evaluated based on the quality and quantity of their
reviews, their presence on multiple review sites, and their average minimum rating. Frank Duff
Electric Service, Inc. The family-owned and operated company opened in when founder P.
Francis Duff started giving his customers quality electric service at a reasonable price. Four
generations later they are still running using their original philosophy. They are an electrical
contractor who provides residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional customers with
quality, professional electrical solutions. Their services include old house wiring, service
upgrades, lighting design and installation, electric heat, pool wiring, appliance circuits, retail
space fit-outs, telephone, CAT and data wiring, security and landscape lighting,
troubleshooting, and more. Glenside, PA The company serves cities and communities within
the counties of Delaware, Montgomery, Chester, and Bucks, and it possesses over 20 years of
experience helping residential properties overcome electrical issues which can make life
difficult. The company specializes in generators and can sell permanent and portable models
while also installing, servicing, and repairing most types. Hawke Electrical offers many different
services like helping properties upgrade their systems, the installation of lines for appliances,
the installation of recessed wiring, and emergency electrical services. West Norriton, PA Holly
Electric is a contractor serving commercial and residential clients in the counties of
Montgomery, Delaware, and Chester. It carries full licensing, insurance, and bonding in
compliance with Pennsylvania state law. The company has many years in business and
decades of collective experience among its technicians. Customers have responded positively
to the smooth communication process, offering both phone and text feedback. They have also
said technicians keep their appointments and work with and around client schedules. They
provide residential and commercial electrical contracting, specializing in flat-screen TVs and
other custom projects, box upgrades and generators, as well as expert repairs, wiring, and
lighting. JGC Electric, LLC strives to bring the same approach every time in order to deliver a
clean, safe, quality installation. They employ a team of licensed electricians in order to ensure
that their customers are completely satisfied. Flourtown, PA Website Facebook. Offering
multiple varieties of electrical services, Lou's Electric Services is an electrical service provider
located in Glenside, Pennsylvania where it caters to a vast range of clients. The company has
the sole desire to supply its customers with exceptional electrical services that are professional
and long-lasting. The owner of Lou's Electric Services has years of training and hands-on
experience that makes them an expert in the electrical industry. Lou's Electric Services offers
services such as electrical repair, installation, troubleshooting, and wiring. Marsala Electric is a
family owned and operated business providing honest service at reasonable prices in
Norristown, PA. With over a decade of experience in the electrical industry, Marsala Electric
maintains a reputation for exceptional quality service and professional care within their local
residential and commercial service community. All work is performed by licensed electricians
and has a lifetime guarantee. Clients may depend on Marsala Electric for professional quality
services including diagnosis and repair, installation and upgrades, and electrical improvements.
For their customer's convenience, they also provide hour emergency service. Norristown, PA
Based in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Prime Electrical Service is one of the top choices for
homeowners in Montgomery, Chester, and Bucks Counties when it comes to safety-guaranteed
electrical services. Their professional electricians utilize their thirty years' combined experience
to deliver services that are guaranteed to provide one hundred percent customer satisfaction.
Their services include upgrading of panels, circuit breakers, wirings, and childproof

receptacles, installation of phone jacks, ventilation fans, CATV wirings, and meter sockets, and
replacement of knobs, tubes, fuse, switches, and dimmers. They also offer problem prevention
services, which include standby generators, surge protection, security wring, and
uninterruptible power supplies. Prime Electrical Service makes use of the industry's leading
brands including Kichler, Halo, Hunter, and Lutron to maintain a high level of quality for their
services. King Of Prussia, PA They offer electrical services to residential and commercial
customers, including electrical upgrades, panel replacements, appliance lines, whole-home
rewiring, ceiling fan installation, and outdoor lighting installation and repair. Other specialties
include installation of satellite equipment and intercom systems. They also perform seasonal
electrical services, including HVAC repair and replacement. The firm offers free estimates and
emergency service. Their website features a gallery of some of their work. Do you represent this
business? Click here to learn how to update your listing. The team at Expertise. If you left a
return email address we may contact you back in the future to discuss your feedback. While
everyone's feedback is important to us, we can not return all requests for follow up due to
volume at this time. Best Electricians in Norristown. Why These Electricians? Our Selection
Criteria: 1. Availability Consistently approachable and responsive, so customers never feel
ignored. Qualifications Building customer confidence with licensing, accreditations, and
awards. Reputation A history of delighted customers and outstanding service. Experience
Masters of their craft, based on years of practical experience and education. Professionalism
Providing service with honesty, reliability, and respect. Last Updated: December 17, Electric A.
Click to Call. Online Profiles: 1 Good. Average Review Score: 4. Score Consistency: Consistent
Best. Reputation: A More Info. Holly Electric Holly Electric is a contractor serving commercial
and residential clients in the counties of Montgomery, Delaware, and Chester. Lou's Electric
Services Offering multiple varieties of electrical services, Lou's Electric Services is an electrical
service provider located in Glenside, Pennsylvania where it caters to a vast range of clients.
Online Profiles: 3 Best. Marsala Electric Marsala Electric is a family owned and operated
business providing honest service at reasonable prices in Norristown, PA. Young's Electrical
Services, Inc. Wrong city? Here are some nearby places: Lansdale. Review this Provider:.
Please rate your experience with this service provider required :. Tell us more about your
experience with the provider required Character Limit - characters remaining. Please provide
your email required. Click here to learn how to update your listing Submit Feedback. Thank You
for Your Feedback! Return to Website. Our skilled and experienced electricians specialize in
troubleshooting, proper diagnostic and efficient repairs for even the most difficult emergency
electrical repair needs. Call or to have one of our highly qualified Norristown electricians arrive
at your location in a truck fully stocked with all of the tools, material and equipment needed for
any type of repair or power restoration service. Unless you are knowledgeable about the ins and
outs of the electrical system in your home or business, it can be difficult to determine whether it
is an emergency or it can wait until the next day. If you do not take immediate action for even
small emergency electrical repairs you could cause further damage to the wiring, resulting in
malfunctions, inconsistent currents or electrical surges. Backed by years of experience, our
Norristown electricians are capable of diagnosing the source of the outage and will work
tirelessly to get your electric back up and running quickly and safely. The most common causes
of a complete power outage range from a dead circuit breaker to chewed wiring and more. EP
Electric LLC does not offer restoration services related to utility company outages; it must be
caused from an issue within your own electrical system. Call or to see how EP Electric LLC can
help with your commercial or residential electrical system repair or upgrade needs today! Call
Now! Norristown Electricians. Free Consultations. We accept:. Jump to. Sections of this page.
Accessibility Help. Log In Forgot account? Drakeford Electric. Highly recommend! They have
been doing work for us for 4 years and every project they do, they arrive when they say they
will, are professional and their craftsmanship is outstanding. April 30, See All 11 Reviews. Ruhl
Electrical Contractors. SJS Electrical Services. Nothing but the best!! Fixes what needs to fixed
without surprises, i. Say what.? Isn't that on a car? November 8, See All 3 Reviews. Linder
Electrical Contractors. We are a full service electrical company and we will help to ensure that
your electric service panel is up to code. Our technicians are ready to respond to your needs.
We understand how inconvenient the loss of power can be and we make every effort to respond
in a timely manner. Your home's electrical system is like the body's nervous system-and the
electrical service panel is the heart of your home. It's important that the electrical panel is
installed correctly. This is particularly important for homes over 30 years old. It is essential that
home owners modernize their electric panels to avoid dangerous connections that could result
in a fire. Miller Bros. Millers Bros came to fix our power outage. That were sub-contracted by
PECO. They did an outstanding job! Came right away and fixed the problem in a few short
hours! Much faster service than PECO has given us in 20 years of living here! Thank you guys

so much! August 11, See All 2 Reviews. Electric By Starks. David rewired our whole house from
aluminum wire to copper. He was easy to work with and always came when he said he was.
David always explained things to us and worked around our dog and schedule with virtual
school and teaching. I highly recommend David. He goes above and is honest. January John
Gambino Electric. Responsive, reliable and reasonable! September 23, See All 8 Reviews. Great
guys and would work with them again anytime! September 3, See All 6 Reviews. Gus's Electric
LLC. Honest, hard working, meticulous! December 7, Joseph T. I have had the pleasure of
working with Joe on several projects and have always been happy with his responsiveness and
professionalism. Thank you! February 22, See All 1 Reviews. Power Watch Systems, Inc. Power
Watch Systems Inc. Prime Electrical Service. Wes Carver Electric. Greg was professional and
friendly. He answered all of my questions. I was very pleased and would give him 5 stars!
February 9. See All Reviews. Young's Electrical Services Inc. After a water leak, we had
electrical problems. We found Young's Electric and now he's our go to electrician. December 26,
See All 7 Reviews. Great customer service and work. I've used Nick several times for electrical
work indoors and outside and always been pleased. September 29, RJ Bear Electric.
Established in , RJ Bear Electric is family owned and operated with over 75 years combined
experience. Quick responses and free estimates made easy! John Fean Electrician Inc. Clean
quality work with an attention to the details that not many in the industry put the time into.
March 21, We are here for all of your electrical needs! Anton Electric, Inc. Brad Brown Electric.
September 25, Electric Inc. The best!! Always professional and helpful. June 17, See All 5
Reviews. Ammeter Electric LLC. Justin came to m
1973 ford f250 parts
1999 ford expedition under dash fuse box diagram
fordfusion
y home the day I moved in about a year ago, and I have had him back several times since then
to do a variety of jobs, large and small -- from upgrading my electrical panel to replacing a
ceiling fan light kit. He is meticulous in his work, and has advised me several times NOT to have
him repair something if it would cost me less to just replace it. His bills are extremely
reasonable, and he is responsive and always on time. I recommend him highly. April 23, We had
our old school s fluorescent light panel die on us so to KB Electric we turned! Sean came out
and removed our panel and installed 4 canned lights which illuminate the kitchen 20x more than
the old light panel did! Sean was efficient and pleasant! Thank you!! January 8. See All 44
Reviews. Amped Up Electric. This company is owned by Eric Cowling. I am insured, so contact
me for quality Electrical work. My number is Squid Wire. Squid Wire is the leading technology
construction firm in the Tri-State Area. Log In. Forgot account?

